CRAWL SPACE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Plan to extend StegoCrawl Wrap up the interior foundation wall leaving a 3" gap from the top of the masonry wall (for termite inspection) or in compliance with local building codes. To form a complete seal, first apply StegoTack® Tape to the foundation wall prior to affixing StegoCrawl Wrap to it. Once StegoCrawl Wrap is sealed to the wall, install StegoCrawl® Term Bar over top of the StegoCrawl Wrap inline with the StegoTack Tape.

2. Seal StegoCrawl Wrap around all penetrations using StegoCrawl® Tape.

3. Seal StegoCrawl Wrap around all columns using StegoTack Tape and (optional) StegoCrawl® Term Bar.

4. Place StegoCrawl Wrap directly over the crawl space floor. If rigid insulation is to be used, the location of the insulation in relation to StegoCrawl Wrap is dependent on code requirements and the fire rating of the insulation material used. Check with your local jurisdiction and/or insulation manufacturer.

5. Overlap seams a minimum of six inches and seal with StegoCrawl Tape. Some codes require a minimum of a twelve inch overlap. Check appropriate codes prior to installation.

INSTALLATION TIP:

1. For a cleaner look and to prevent against tenting of StegoCrawl Wrap at the foundation wall/foundation floor intersection, consider mechanically fastening StegoCrawl Wrap to base of foundation wall in addition to the above mentioned wall termination.

2. Some contractors have found it more efficient to detail/seal the pipes, columns, utilities, and seal the vapor retarder to the foundation wall perimeter prior to installing the remaining vapor retarder.

NOTE: Stego Industries, LLC’s (“Stego”) installation instructions are based on ASTM E1643 - Standard Practice for Selection, Design, Installation, and Inspection of Water Vapor Retarders Used in Contact with Earth or Granular Fill Under Concrete Slabs. These instructions are meant to be used as a guide, and do not take into account specific job site situations. Consult local building codes and regulations along with the building owner or owner’s representative before proceeding. If you have any questions regarding the above mentioned installation instructions or Stego products, please call us at 877-464-7834 for technical assistance. While Stego employees and representatives may provide technical assistance regarding the utility of a specific installation practice or Stego product, they are not authorized to make final design decisions.